SummerShift
Energy Incentive Program for
Commercial Customers
Offered by LADWP for the second year, SummerShift is an
energy load-shifting program designed to preserve electric
reliability during the summer. The program runs from June
through September in the summer of 2017 and 2018 and
provides an incentive per kilowatt (kW) to large commercial
and industrial customers who agree to shift the hours that
they use energy from high demand, peak periods to earlier
or later in the day.

Options for Shifting Energy Use
Customers have a number of options to reduce or shift their
energy use, including:
• Shift work schedules to two hours earlier.
• Shift the hours of production or operation to two hours
earlier or later.
• Adjust thermostats, reduce lighting, and reduce AC usage
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Benefits
• Receive an incentive ($10 per kW) through a bill credit or
check.
• Help prevent cost impacts and inconveniences of electrical
service interruptions.
• Partner with LADWP in ensuring reliable power this
summer to benefit all customers.

Not sure what you can do? We can help! LADWP staff will
visit customers’ sites and recommend ways to reduce and
shift electric use. LADWP also provides access to Web-based
tools that measure daily energy use.

Who Qualifies
• Any A-2 or A-3 customer with a demand greater than 250
kW and a smart meter that will measure the amount of
energy shifted or reduced.
How It Works
• Participants sign up for SummerShift to receive an
incentive for the amount of electricity (per kW) shifted or
reduced between the hours of 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays
in June, July, August, and September of 2017 and 2018.
• Participants enter a contract with LADWP for the months
of the program. The contract will cover the
two summers of 2017 and 2018.

For more information:
Visit www.ladwp.com/com_electric
213-367-4718, rates@ladwp.com
Or contact your premier account representative.

